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World agriculture is evolving every moment. This evolution has

accompanied the technologies inserted in rural areas. The tech-
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nologies help the producer to achieve high productivity in his ag-
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Thus, agriculture in these places is still incipient or has primitive
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ricultural fields. In some places, the technology is still remote and

there has been no evolution, following the large producing centers.
agriculture.

Technologies collaborate to improve environmental quality.

This environmental quality is involved in improving the attributes
of the soil, water sources, atmosphere and the producer’s life. It is

important that agricultural technologies can reach all agricultural

points and thus provide productive capacity for products and re-
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duce food shortages and world hunger.

Food shortages could become one of the biggest problems

worldwide. Studies show that by 2050 almost a third of the world’s

population may suffer from a lack of food. The importance of agricultural research in combating the problems faced in agriculture

and in connection with the preservation of the environment corroborate to reduce the lack of food.

Are we currently demonstrating importance for agriculture

that involves technology and the preservation of the environment?

This question can be answered from the moment that civil, scientific, academic and governmental society have eyes for a future
with dignity for humanity.
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